
Islesboro School Department 

Ad Hoc Committee on Teacher/Principal Effectiveness Meeting 

Wednesday, May 7, 2014 

3:30 to 5:30 pm 

 

MINUTES 

Attendees: Donna Seymour, Rick Rogers, Jen McFarland, Kristen Lau, Laura Houle, Mike Boucher, Principal 

Heather Knight,  and Supt Joe Mattos. 

1. Called meeting to order at 3:35 pm 

 

2. Minutes of April 9 Ad Hoc Committee Meeting – Approved 

 

3. Discussion of Recent Rule Changes  

 The group discussed the new rule requirement for the composition of the Local Stakeholder 

Group (LSG), which was to include a majority of teachers.  Supt Mattos recommended that the 

current Ad Hoc Committee membership be increased by 4 teachers and that there only be one 

school committee member on the committee, which would meet this rule requirement. The 

teachers have selected their six teacher reps for the LSG, which include: Heather Sinclair, Jen 

McFarland, Patty Crawford, Kristen Lau, Kate Legere and Marion Gartley. Supt Mattos reported 

that the school committee had not yet taken any formal vote on their recommended teacher 

representatives, since they were unclear about the approval process. MDOE has not yet sent out 

any information regarding how to handle the implementation of this rule. However, school 

committee members had informally agreed to the list of teachers that were recommended by 

ICS teachers in an effort to keep things moving forward. 

 Jen reported that ICS teachers were in favor of moving ahead with the recommendations that 

the Ad Hoc Committee had made thus far. Supt Mattos distributed a summary of the major 

observations and recommendations that have been made by the Ad Hoc Committee since their 

first meeting in July, 2013 

 

4. Review of Teacher Pilot Program Information 

 Heather reviewed with the group forms she had created to get feedback from ICS teachers in 

respect to evaluating various aspects of the Teacher Pilot.  Different information would be 

solicited from probationary teachers versus continuing contract teachers since Heather had 

focused primarily on probationary teachers for the teacher pilot. Feedback would be solicited 

from these teachers regarding the value and use of the Goal Setting Form, perceptions of 

principal observations and feedback, and the value and use of the Teacher Summative 

Evaluation Narrative. This feedback would be  solicited from teachers  by June 6(?), in time for 

Heather to be able to summarize information in order to present this summary to the LSG at 

their June meeting (June 16,17,18, or 26?). 



 Supt Mattos presented a draft of the Teacher Summative Evaluation Narrative form, which was 

created using the domains and standards listed for teachers on the Teacher/Principal 

Comparison Chart #3. Supt Mattos commented that the only domain/standards that he did not 

include on this form was the Leadership domain and standards since concern had been 

expressed about this being a requirement versus and extension of teacher responsibilities. It 

was noted that although Teacher Leadership is not be included on the Teacher Summative 

Evaluation Narrative form, this concept of teacher leadership is a critical element for improving 

schools and needs to be addressed. Heather will use this form with probationary teachers as a 

self-evaluation tool in conferencing with teachers and in documenting teachers’ performance 

during the course of the 13/14 school year. 

 

5. Discussion of Next Steps 

 The group discussed some next steps which included identifying the value (%?) of each of the 

domains and how these values (scores?) would be computed into a final Teacher Summative 

Effectiveness Rating, as required by the Chapter 180 Rules. It was recommended that further 

discussion and action be delayed until the next meeting when all LSG members will be present 

to discuss these important issues.   

 

6. Discussion of Other Related Issues 

 Questions were raised regarding the frequency of teacher evaluations (every year, every other 

year?) for continuing contract teachers, as well as questions about what processes will be used 

to intervene when teachers are struggling or receive a low (1 or 2?) score in a domain on their  

summative evaluation.  Pros and cons of different options were discussed. It was agreed that 

the intent of any recommendation is to provide teachers with ongoing and meaningful feedback 

about their performance. These issues need to be discussed and finalized during the 14/15 

teacher pilot program. 

 Questions were also raised and discussed regarding expectations for teachers not involved in 

the evaluation process, as well as specific expectations for probationary teachers, continuing 

contract teachers, and teachers who have Performance Improvement Plans. Supt Mattos stated 

that he would revise the chart that shows the different expectations for each of these groups. 

 Supt Mattos mentioned that a considerable amount of work needs to be done this summer to 

create rubrics for the domains and standards for both the teacher and principal models. Jen 

showed the committee samples of rubrics that had been developed to align with the Danielson 

model. It was agreed that rubric language from other models be used to create rubrics for the 

Islesboro teacher and principal models. Supt Mattos recommended paying teacher(s) to create 

these rubrics as a summer project. 

 

7. Set Date and Agenda for next Meeting 

 Several possible dates were identified for the next meeting of the LSG. These were Monday -

June 16, Tuesday - June 17, Wednesday - June 18, and Thursday, June 26. Supt Mattos will email 

all LSG members to see what date is best for all/most. 



 The Agenda for the next PE/PG Local Stakeholders Group will include: 1. review teacher pilot 

program feedback (Heather will provide summaries of teacher feedback), 2. establish 

expectations (timeline, who does what, forms, etc.) for 14/15 teacher and principal pilot 

programs, 3. identify summer work that needs to be completed and next steps, and 4. discuss 

other related issues. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 5:15 PM. 

 

 

 

 


